
 

The air is hot and wet, the wind coming from the sea does not bring any cool, but the sound of 
rough laughter and a small, busy harbour. The stench of many unwashed people mixes with the 
bracken water and the rotten plants that the small stream brings towards the coast. A bunch of 
wooden houses that calls itself a town. Lots of dangers. Lots of opportunities. 
Welcome to Draugher’s Tingle. 
 

The Secrets of Draugher’s Tingle is a Slow Growth Campaign for The Drowned Earth. Step by step, 

you will familiarize with the game, its mechanics and playstyle, the models and later, the world. 

 

This campaign is both for new and experienced players. If you are totally new to this game, it will 

guide you and explain the game while you are playing it. If you are already familiar with it, maybe 

you got a little bit rusty, due to the current situation and the lack of games? So, what is best to find 

a new player and beginning this exciting road together? With the upcoming new faction leaders, 

there is an excellent point to get (re-)started! You can explore the new synergies provided with 

the new leaders and new ways of playing the game! 

Even more, you can play it online via Tabletop Simulator and when we can finally get back into 

playing together face to face, you already know what you are doing! 

 

Each step is accompanied with a scenario and a contest. You can earn Victory Points both for 

playing the scenarios and participate in the contest. You will score points for the factions you play. 

 

Phase 1 

Chose a faction, paint the Leader, and play the Scenario, in which you familiarize with the common 

game terms and things like “Dynamic Movement”. 

 

Phase 2 

Expand your crew with a Medic and a Scout, paint them and play the Scenario, where you will learn 

to use the special rules of the team Roles. Wait, did someone say “valuable treasures?” 

 

Phase 3 

Expand your crew with a Tough and a Mech, and play the Scenario. It seems, Draugher’s Tingle 

has a very precious secret! 

 

Phase 4 

Build scenery that fits to this Scenario and play it. Bonus points for fitting objective markers! 

 

Phase 5 

Paint two Dinosaurs and use them in your crew for the final Scenario! Get rich or die trying! 

 

Submit pictures from your painted models, objectives and scenery in the Facebook Fan Group, 

Discord or Instagram (#teamoviraptor). Submit the results of your game together with a picture of 

your game (either via TTS or face to face game, if you can do this, depending on your situation) 

the same way. Or play it in Solo-Mode with the AI-cards. 

Every Scenario will give you Victory Points, every pictured entry will do so, too. 

Every Phase will be three weeks. 

 

 


